Table - Coverage of Counting indicators at national level and by key equity stratifiers. Please see the example cover profile for guidance on interpreting the table and graphs.

For quintiles with small sample sizes, estimates are not shown in the graphs.

The longer the line between the two groups, the greater the absolute inequality.

Source: Egypt (DHS 1995 & DHS 2008)

Wheat quintiles: Q1: poorest 20% Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5: richest 20%

Wealth quintiles: 01 urban governorates rural 02 upper egypt rural 04 upper egypt urban 05 upper egypt rural
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Coverage levels are shown for the poorest 20% (red circles) and the richest 20% (yellow circles). The longer the line between the two groups, the greater the absolute inequality.

For quintiles with small sample sizes, estimates are not shown in the graphs.
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The horizontal lines connect the richest (yellow circles) and poorest (red circles) quintiles. The longer the line between the two groups, the greater the absolute inequality.

For quintiles with small sample sizes, estimates are not shown in the graphs.
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